Celebrating over 10 years of vibrant, dynamic, innovative and effective business communications.
2007 - 2017
Celebrating
Ten Years of
creativity

1,870 Proposals
1,020 Projects delivered
1,580 Clients
21,500 Participants
25 Regional events
1,020

2,500 Followers
10,000 Instagram Likes
158 Speakers
424 Event Hours
Communication is all about expressing! Businesses have evolved in the past decade to be more open, transparent and engaging.

With increasing number of channels to reach different audiences, you have to articulate your message and deliver your brand using the right tone through the right channel.

**Expressions** is a creative agency inspired by your identity to create ideas, communicate content, transform products, and discover opportunities.

Since 2007, our user-centric approach shapes our services to create rich consumer experiences. Our talented team will study every unique project to propose the best channel for your message, blending talent and experience with a pinch of creativity.
CAPABILITIES

creative planning.
design and branding.
marketing communications.
events management.
public relations and media.
corporate gifts.
digital media.
VALUES

think big. aim high.
international focus, local flavor.
building 360 partnerships.
empowering talents.
believing in potential.
attention-to-details defines perfection.
passion for every project.
embrace change.
“Congratulations on the 10th Anniversary. I was delighted to participate in a number of events organized by "Expressions" over the past few years, under the theme of leadership, knowledge and capacity building.

As the Minister responsible for development of important Electricity and Water infrastructure in the Bahrain, the work and events undertaken by “Expressions” bring huge benefit in the development and capacity building of highly qualified human resources.”

Dr. Abdul Hussain Ali Mirza
Minister of Electricity & Water Affairs

“Expressions has always been a reliable source of service provision to Tamkeen. They are creative and have the quality required. Above all, their commitment to delivery time is one thing we are very proud of whenever we deal with them.”

Ammar Awachi
Branding & Advertising Manager, Tamkeen

“What I like about Expressions is that they always select very interesting, current and relevant topics for their events that companies can relate to. Their persistence and perseverance to make things happen is impressive.”

Adnan A. Razzaq Al Mahmood
IT and Knowledge Manager, GPIC

“Expressions Agency has been delivering value over a series of carefully crafted conferences and workshops, integrating innovation, excellence, leadership, and efficiency; all essential skills for 21st century businesses. Attending their events has also added to my network of working professionals.”

Saud Albuainain
Secretary General, Youth Pioneer Society

TESTIMONIALS